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Presentation Format
• Team Introduction
• The Past - Existing Bylaws, Processes, & Key Observations
• The Present
– Ecoasis in 2014 and Immediate Goals
– Outstanding MDA Reports
• Environmental Management Plan – Enkon
• Trail and Bike Masterplan – JE Anderson
• Groundwater Monitoring & Irrigation Plan – Thurber
Engineering.
• Topics for Discussion
• Concluding Comments and Next Steps
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- Ecoasis –
A New Culture at Bear Mountain
• A niche development company, with a core focus on premium
locations close to nature and recreation.
• A founding member of the Canadian Green Building Council, Ecoasis
develops communities in some of the world’s most desirable
destinations including Hawaii, Whistler, and now Victoria.
• The right approach and the right fit for Bear Mountain
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A Resort Community Spanning Two
Distinct Municipalities
DISTRICT OF
HIGHLANDS

LANGFORD

• A truly unique
combination
• Each offers highly
desirable lifestyle choices
that enrich the character
of the overall community.
• An integrated master plan
with coordinated trails,
services/utilities,
amenities, fire protection
• An intentional and
thoughtful community.
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Bear Mountain 2014
Building a Community

Past Issues
• Unrealistic Market Objectives
• Unresolved Planning
• Receivership & Bankruptcy
• Devalued Commercial Tax Base

Future Opportunities
•Return to Stable Market Objectives
•Introduce Experienced Planning
•Reinforce Open Technical Evaluation
with Municipal Stakeholders
•Financially Sustainable Land Use
•Integrated and coordinated
community amenities and key
infrastructure
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Timeline of Bylaws/Processes
• 2005

• 2005
• 2005
• 2008
• 2010
• 2013
• Late 2013

Bylaw 261 – to Amend the
OCP Bylaw No. 94, 1997
Bylaw 262 – to Amend Bylaw
#100, Highlands Zoning Bylaw
Section 219 Covenant –
Master Development Agreement
Urban Containment Boundary
(UCB) Established
Construction of Sewer Main in UCB
Bylaw 360 – OCP (Current)
Ecoasis Purchase of Bear Mountain
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Bylaw 261 (2005)
Established the requirements that:
• Residential dwelling units are to be
serviced by water from non-aquifer
sources.
• Use of treated septage as a source of
irrigation for the golf course
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Bylaw No. 262 (2005)
• Established the Bear Mountain Comprehensive
Development Zone for Highlands.
• Intended to provide for a destination resort
consisting of an 18-hole golf course (Valley
Course).
• 250 tourist accommodation units (consisting of
min. 100 unit hotel with remainder cabins and
lodges).
• 150 fee simple residential and townhouse units,
and free-standing commercial area.
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Master Development Agreement (2005)
Establishes requirements, including:
• Non-aquifer water supply for residential and
commercial use.
• Use of treated septage to irrigate golf course.
• Trails Master Plan and Bicycle Route Plan.
• Implementation of Irrigation Plan.
• Environmental and Storm Water Management Plan.
• Groundwater monitoring.
• Commercial and residential buildings to have
sprinklers.
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Urban Containment Boundary (2008)
In 2008, the CRD approved an amendment to
the Regional Growth Strategy – Regional
Urban Containment and Servicing Policy Area
(RUCSPA) extending permitted urban land
uses included piped services to southerly and
easterly areas of the Bear Mountain property
and other properties on Hanington Road.
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Highlands Urban Containment Boundary (UCB)
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Bylaw 360 – OCP (2013)
Bylaw 360, Section 2.10 designates a Bear Mountain
Comprehensive Development (BMCD) that lands are to be
used for mixed development, including single family and multifamily residential units, a recreational golf course with
associated hotel and resort units, and commercial
development, and retention of open spaces and wildlife
corridors, including methods to maintain an intact ecosystem
(such as forest and wetland areas).
Development of land under this designation is guided by
zoning and a development agreement.
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PRIORITIES
Priorities for Bear Mountain Ecoasis and the
District of the Highlands:
• Land and Aquifer Stewardship
• Fire Protection
• Activation and Coordination of Trail Systems
• Viable Landuse & Resort Commercialization
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Ecoasis at Bear Mountain
Going forward, Ecoasis Bear Mountain wishes for an a full
disclosure policy and to work together with the District of
Highlands for mutual benefit.
Shared values and responsible, evidence-based decision
making will enable logical and sustainable future land use
and amenity/commercial expansion.
Better land and commercial management will provide a
more stable and stronger municipal tax base.
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What Does This All Mean?
Bear Mountain Ecoasis needs to integrate planning/servicing for both
land areas (Langford and Highlands) and requires prudent infrastructure
spending for community and commercial viability. This includes among
other things, not building a waste water treatment plant when an
existing sewer system already exists.
The MDA needs to be updated to reflect the relocated Urban
Containment Boundary. An Intermunicipal Agreement is required for fire
protection and redundant sprinkler requirements.
Commercial viability of the Valley Golf Course relies on cost effective
sources of irrigation. This requires amendment to the OCP and the
MDA. Please note - since 2008, the annual irrigation practice had been
to irrigate both golf courses through the summer via pond storage and
aquifer use. This practice would require an amendment to the MDA to
bring it into compliance.
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2014 – Ecoasis Initiatives
• New commercial initiatives such as tennis and
mountain biking.
• Goal to maintain 36 golf holes (2 courses) if viable.
• Add comfort stations and trails to complete existing
courses and resort/public amenity.
• Community focus – Following Turnberry (Langford),
submit Highlands Phase 1 application.
• Intermunicipal Agreements for servicing to Urban
Containment Areas (UCB).
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ECOASIS – Initial Projects 2014
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TENNIS and MOUNTAIN BIKING
• Revitalizing Bear Mountain beyond golf is an important
element to provide year round amenity and commercial
traffic.
• Bear Mountain Tennis Complex will be the first dedicated clay
court tennis centre in BC and become a destination for
regional, provincial and national level events as well as the
potential for professional events/exhibitions and youth
development.
• Mountain Biking needs a venue/hub that can help launch the
currently fragmented network of bike trails to a year-round
high quality rider destination.
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TENNIS Facility - 2015

Reprogramming the Driving Range For Integrated Golf and Tennis
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Mountain Biking – Regional Networks
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Bear Mountain
Valley Golf Course
Environmental
Management Plan
- ENKON -

History of the Site


Site commenced major course construction in
late 2004



Instream construction activities completed during
the summer of 2006



Bear Mountain Valley Course opened for
operation in June of 2009



Environmental Management Plan created for the
Valley Course in 2012 and submitted to the District
of Highlands in 2014

Why an Environmental
Management Plan









Environmental Management Plan provides on-site
staff with a clearly defined protocol to follow for
works around the site
Provides clear definition of Environmentally Sensitive
Areas around the site that must be protected during
construction and/or maintenance
Allows for the District of Highlands to better
understand routine maintenance that occurs on the
site as well as what materials may be stored on the
site
Provides information to emergency responders in
case of a spill and/or fire
Provides targets for environmental improvements on
the site

Key Components of the
EMP


Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Plan



Equipment Maintenance, Fuelling, Chemical
Storage and Mixing Areas



Spill Contingency Plan



Sediment and Erosion Control Plan



Water Conservation and Irrigation Plan



Vegetation Management Plan



Dam Maintenance Plan



Wildlife Habitat Management Plan

Pesticide and Fertilizer
Management Plan
 Considers all varieties of
pesticides and fertilizers used on
the site
 Defines situations under which
these materials will be used and
their application rates
 Outlines the storage facility
requirements for these materials
 Outlines who is authorized to
handle and use these chemicals
on the site
 Defines what to do in case of a
spill and/or fire
 Crews will use most recent
research and technology to limit,
whenever possible, the amount of
chemicals used on the site

Equipment Maintenance,
Fuelling, Chemical
Storage and Mixing Areas
 This section outlines the general
layout of the Maintenance Facility
and where the following are
stored:
• fuel
• pesticides and fertilizers
• erodible materials (i.e. sand)
• additional hazardous materials
• garbage and recycling
 Details acceptable storage
distances from aquatic features
within the compound
 Outlines future plans within the
compound to further improve
environmental protection

Sediment and Erosion
Control Plan
 Focus of the Sediment and
Erosion Control Plan is on new
construction related activities
associated with maintenance of
the course and storage of
erodible materials (i.e. sand)
 Primary goal is to keep
suspended sediments away from
aquatic features and associated
riparian areas
 Provides illustrations on the
proper installation of various
sediment and erosion control
structures such as sediment
fencing and rolled erosion
control products

Spill Contingency Plan


Plan is being finalized by Bear Mountain and will
cover items such as minor spills like over filling a
mower to major spills including a ruptured fuel
tank



Plan will be aware that a spill may occur at any
location across the property and will not just focus
on activities within the Maintenance Facility



Ensures MSDS sheets for all chemicals stored within
the Maintenance Facility are kept in a binder that
is easily accessible by crews and the emergency
services



Chemicals are stored on impervious surfaces or in
containers with spill control measures

Water Conservation and
Irrigation Plan


The goal of this Plan is to conserve water, whenever
possible, while still maintaining a playable course



Focus is on adjusting fertilizer and watering rates as
needed and promoting turfgrass infiltration and
aeration



A Drought Emergency Plan will be initiated as
needed and a priority watering list to critical play
areas (i.e. greens) will be implemented



Plan calls for use of water conserving fixtures such as
flow reducing shower heads and waterless urinals

Vegetation Management Plan
 This Plan focuses on the protection of
environmentally sensitive features
(watercourses, ponds, wetlands,
riparian areas and trees)
 Bear Mountain is working towards
protecting these sensitive features by
installing split rail fencing and signage
to ensure the public is aware of them
and to discourage entry
 Trees will be protected from routine
maintenance and construction on the
course by using high visibility snow
fencing to mark their drip line/root
zone
 Maintenance crews are working to
remove invasive species, such as
Scotch broom, by hand from within
environmentally sensitive areas

Dam Maintenance Plan










Bear Mountain currently holds a water license for
Matson Lake and for Osborn Pond
Both these waterbodies have dams at their outlets
and as such are regulated under the Water Act and
the BC Dam Safety Program
The dam structure is routinely inspected by a dam
engineer to ensure that the structure is sound and is
being properly maintained
The dams are frequently cleared of large woody
debris that may have floated downstream and
settled on or behind the dam
Annually the dams are mechanically brushed to
remove deep rooted vegetation (i.e. trees, Scotch
broom and other shrubs)

Wildlife Habitat Management
Plan
 Bear Mountain is working to install split
rail fencing to keep the public out of
environmentally sensitive areas
 Bear Mountain has installed public
education boards in areas with
habitat enhancements (i.e. brush piles
for quail) or retained features (i.e.
Pileated Woodpecker forage trees)
 In the long-term Bear Mountain will
continue to improve wildlife habitat on
the site by installing bird houses for
native species, bat houses, installation
of habitat complexing features within
riparian areas (i.e. large woody debris
and boulders)

Trails and Bicycle Master
Plan
District of Highlands
Prepared for Ecoasis Bear Mountain
by JE Anderson and Associates

Goals and Objectives
The goal of Ecoasis Bear Mountain Resort is to develop an “interconnected network of
parks and open spaces that support biodiversity and recreational uses that promote
healthier lifestyles.”
The objective of the “Ecoasis Bear Mountain Resort – Trails and Bicycle Master Plan –
District of Highlands” report is to provide the framework for future trails that will
accommodate a diverse range of users. The following is a summary of the proposed
trails and expected users:

•
•

Hiking Trail – These trails are proposed to be natural or rugged trails, more akin to a
“Backcountry Trail”, providing interconnections to established backcountry trails
such as those in Goldstream Park/Mount Finalyson. It is expected that the users of
these trails will be hikers looking for a more challenging trail.
Resort Trail – These trails are proposed to be looping trails, connecting to other
looping trails, which maintaining a rural character. The purpose of these trails will
be to encourage walking, running, and family cycling on a gravel path. It is expected
that users of these trails will be guests of the resort and families from the Westshore
area.

Design Principles
Design of the trail system will be guided by the following
principles:

•

•
•
•
•

Provide safe and harmonious golf and resort trail interface
(minimizing conflicts with golfers);

Provide access to nature and recreational opportunities;
Provide sustainable transportation alternatives to private gas
vehicles [walking, cycling, and personal electric vehicles (mobility
scooters, electric bicycles, etc);

Provide a continuous and looping network that safely connects to
trails systems and parks adjacent to an active golf course; and
Be accessible to people of all ages.

Regional Context
•

•

•

•

From a recreational perspective, the plans present recreational and natural amenities that can
be enjoyed by residents, and visitors who are not golfing. In addition to existing hiking trails,
the intent is to introduce continuous Resort Trails trail that link all neighbourhoods to the village
centre and provide access points to trails existing in that adjacent lands of Goldstream Park, the
Highlands and South Skirt Mountain.
Ecoasis Bear Mountain Resort’s overall trail network, illustrated on Figure 1 – Overall Trail Map,
identifies the three distinct Resort Trail loops totaling about 8.5 kilometers. These Resort Trails
are named the Mountain, Village and Valley loops and will be suited to recreational walkers,
runners and family cyclists. These trails will provide access to nature and a variety of outdoor
activities for all ages. Various points of interest and natural beauty exist along the proposed
trails and opportunities to gather, pause and enjoy the view, will be created.
A recent article in the Times Colonist indicated that “… survey of trail users cites more washrooms
as the top improvement most people would like to see to regional trails.”. A Comfort Station is
proposed on each loop of the Resort Trail for the purpose of user conveniences. In addition to
public toilets, each Comfort Station will have seasonal food dispensing services (cold drinks,
barbeque, etc.).
The proposed trail connection to Gowland Tod Park is identified in the District of Highlands trail
planning documents. Ecoasis has initiated discussions with BC Parks to confirm how the
proposed trails can interconnect with the park to create a larger regional trail system.

Safety and Environmental
•
•

•

In recognition of the importance of having a safe and
harmonious interface between the trail and the golf courses,
trails will not be located in golf corridors and will be divided
from cart paths.
The proposed Valley Resort Trail is purposely located along
the existing loop as it is the only way to safely take people
around the active Ecoasis Bear Mountain Resort Valley golf
course. The proposed hiking trail connections have been
located between greens and tee-boxes, and thus there are
limited locations where these trail crossings can safely occur.
Where applicable, the necessary environmental setbacks will
be maintained. Where required, the applicable
environmental permits will be obtained.

Trail Standards
•

•
•

The intent will be to preserve the natural character of the
area while ensuring longevity of trails and minimizing the
requirement for ongoing maintenance.
The Resort Trails will be design to facilitate longer looped and
connector trails; multiple simultaneous users (pedestrian,
recreational and Family cyclists)
The standard for trails connecting to hiking trails will be
based on the connectivity. I.e. trails connecting to BC Parks
Trails, District of Highlands, etc. will be meet the respective
standards.

Phasing
•

•

The MDA requires the trails to be built and dedicated at the time of
development. However, it is envisioned that the proposed resort
trails within the District of Highlands will be constructed within a
year, well before any development. Therefore, the Resort Trails
would be owned and maintained by Ecoasis Bear Mountain Resort
in the interim.
The subsequent hiking trails would be constructed in conjunction
with future development, or earlier is preferred by Ecoasis Bear
Mountain Resort. The subsequent trails would then be located
within dedicated Parks or road right-of-ways.

Existing and Future Land Use Patterns
•
•
•
•

The proposed Trail and Bicycle Master Plan is based on the existing
approved land use patterns. However this report should be a
“living” document that is revised regularly as development and land
uses progress
An example would be the possibility of adding Mountain Biking
trails. As noted in the District of Highland Park and Recreation
Master Plan (October 2001):
A recent announcement by S.I.M.B.S (South Island Mountain Bike
Society) indicates its partnership agreement with BC Parks to
investigate mountain bike trails within the Gowlland Tod Provincial
Park.
The Ecoasis Bear Mountain trails could play a role in providing
access between the Gowlland Tod Park and other regional
mountain bike paths in the area. However, Mountain Bike use is
currently restricted in the Goldstream Park. If Mountain Biking
becomes permitted within Goldstream Park, the Trails and Bicycle
Master Plan could be reviewed accordingly.

Bear Mountain Groundwater
Monitoring and Irrigation Plan

Wark Gneiss
›
›
›
›

Crystalline bedrock aquifer
Water Present in fractures of various scales
Fracture network can’t sustain high flows
Higher producing wells are completed in major
fracture/fault zones
› Aquifer recharged by precipitation over
watershed catchment

Groundwater Source
Area

› Recharge from
precipitation
› Flow direction
generally follows
topography
› Most groundwater
flows outward from
Highlands (Golder)

Gradient

Site

Langford

Highlands

Bear Mountain Wells
› 3 Production Wells
• 405 (inactive since 2011)
• 407 (~100 gpm)
• 411 (~150 gpm)

› 2 Active Observation Wells
• 413
• 414

Bear Mountain Wells
› Production Wells (407, 411)
• Located along shared linear feature
• Continuous water level and flow monitoring
in place since 2011
• Water quality sampling since 2012
› Observation Wells (413, 414)
• Limited hydraulic connection to production
wells
• Continuous water level monitoring since
2007

414

413

Bear
Mountain
Wells

411

407
405

Conceptual drawdown

Conceptual recovery

Pumping Impacts
› Groundwater extraction is downgradient from
Highlands users
› Recovery at the end of the irrigation season is
fast and complete
› There are no known impacts to neighbouring
water users
› Continuous monitoring allows for ongoing
assessment

Irrigation Plan
› Kerr Wood Leidal (consulting engineers)
prepared an updated Irrigation Plan in April
2014
› This update developed a calibrated water
balance taking into consideration the 2010 to
2013 collected groundwater monitoring data
and well flow records (Thurber reports),
reservoir monitoring data, precipitation, and
irrigation usage

Irrigation Plan Results

› The total annual irrigation demands for both
golf courses ranges from 170,000 m3 to
230,000 m3
› The full irrigation demand of both golf courses
has been met through the use of the two
production wells alone, including 2012 and
2013 which were both summer drought years
› If groundwater not used for irrigation during
the summer months, the reservoirs supplying
the golf course irrigation systems will run out
of water in the summer

Conversations Going Forward:
Much has changed since 2005:
•Trail & Bike Master Plan
•Fire Protection
•Commercial Markets
• Zoned Density and Future Subdivisions
•Aquifer Stewardship
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Trail and Bike Master Plan
• Approval process underway to activate the first
Resort Trail loop in 2014. The Valley Loop in
Highlands makes use of the previously cleared
roadway, and will serve as a hub for the future trail
connectivity, and the comfort station.
• Due to comfort station (washrooms and food service)
remoteness, MDA waiver required to remove
sprinkler burden and to allow use of well water to
this resort/public amenity.
• Commenced discussions with BC Parks regarding
Goldstream Access regarding appropriate trail tie-ins
and locations.
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Future Fire Protection
The current MDA requires all buildings and structures, commercial or
residential, to have sprinklers.
Reasons to reconsider:
– Fire hazard mitigated by the clearing of the golf course; creating fire
breaks, fairways provide access for emergency vehicles.
– Sprinklers are not required by code, and impacts the affordability of
residential homes and stand-alone commercial spaces.
– Even where sprinklers exist, emergency vehicle response is required.
– More viable options exist – i.e. In lieu of sprinklers in the Langford half
of Bear Mountain, a contribution of $2,500 per home is made towards
a regional fire hall.
– A Site has already been dedicated to Langford for a new fire hall on
the future Bear Mountain Parkway.
– A coordinated plan between Langford and Highlands would allow for
an efficient and consistent intermunicipal fire protection service.
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Future Fire Protection
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COMMERCIAL MARKETS
• Resort Commercial will need to evolve beyond earlier concepts – i.e.
additional hotel not viable in single season markets.
• Golf Industry is competitive and fiscal viability requires close
attention to operating margins; this is especially the case with
mountain courses where maintenance costs are higher and seasons
are cooler/shorter.
• Destination golf courses require high level of golf services – i.e.
quality comfort stations; convenience of returning 9 holes. Ecoasis is
reinvesting to improve the golf course experience, and to add
diversified year round activity such as tennis, hiking, and mountain
biking.
• Devalued commercial and recreational enterprises led to property
tax reduction in 2013 from $150K to $63K. Better land and
commercial management will reverse this trend, and provide
stronger municipal revenues.
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Zoned Density and Future Subdivisions
• Phase 1 Subdivision within the existing UCB is zoning
compliant – previously approved subdivision site of
approximately 70 Single Family Lots and 20 Townhomes.
Requires Intermunicipal service agreement; a process to
commence in Fall 2014.
• Phase 2 UCB (driving range location) – current Resort zoning
to be amended in future to allow for Resort and Residential.
Process to follow completion of Phase 1 Subdivision.
• Lands outside of existing UCB’s – public process(es) to be
determined in future.
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Existing Sewer System for Urban Containment Areas
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Aquifer Stewardship

• This is an important topic – for the Highlands Public, for
Ecoasis, and for the viability of golf.
• Since 2008, the annual irrigation practice had been to irrigate
both courses through the summer via pond storage and
aquifer use. This practice would require an amendment to
the MDA to bring it into compliance.
• Important to embrace fundamentals and the learnings from a
living laboratory of the last 5/6 years. Science validated by
experience.
• Water from the aquifer is being borrowed and returned as it
flows river-like down hill/gradient. This is largely why no
influences to neighbouring wells.
• Ecoasis looks to restrict pumping to 2 wells (407 and 4011)
and to improving efficiency of existing system.
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Aquifer Stewardship
Ongoing MDA Commitments
• Maintain an effective monitoring system – with improved
information sharing between Bear Mountain and the District
of Highlands.
• If deleterious drawdown on adjacent lands are observed,
pumping operation of wells will cease until the effect of golf
course irrigation has been reviewed and the aquifer has
sufficiently recharged.
• Should Groundwater contamination occur as a result of golf
operation or golf irrigation, as evidenced by the existing base
line data, the Owner shall take immediate action to eliminate
the source of such contamination.
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Concluding Comments
and Next Steps
• The goal revisited - An integrated master plan community
with coordinated trails, services/utilities, amenities, fire
protection, and green space.
• An open and informed dialogue with neighbours and
municipal partners. EMAILS TO
“highlandsopenhouse@bearmountain.ca”
• Renewed investment in commercial amenities. Ecoasis Bear
Mtn will continue with their applications regarding comfort
station & trails so work can begin in the summer?
• Next Meeting – follow up to questions/comments – in August

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, INTEREST and INPUT
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